According to the current prospect of allocating next generation wireless systems in the underutilized millimeter frequency bands, a thorough characterization of mm-wave propagation represents a pressing necessity. In this work, an "item level" characterization of radiowave propagation at 70 GHz is carried out. The scattering properties of several, different objects commonly present in indoor environment are investigated by means of measurements carried out in an anechoic chamber. The measured data have been also exploited to tune some parameters of a 3D ray tracing model.
Introduction
Although first studies on ray tracing (RT) applications to wireless propagation modeling date back to the early 90s [1, 2] , RT tools have not received widespread consideration for a long time. In fact, radio system design has been traditionally limited to coverage issues, and empirical/statistical models (such as the Hata formulas [3] ) have usually represented the best solution to provide narrowband, path loss (PL) predictions with average accuracy similar to RT approaches but with a much lower complexity and computational demand.
Things have started changing with the massive advent of multi-antenna solutions (MIMO), already included in the 802.11ad and 4G (LTE) standards, and also considered for the future 5G systems [4] [5] [6] , where system performance is still dependent on the received signals strength but also on parameters related to the multipath richness of the propagation environment (angular/temporal dispersion, multipath correlation coefficients, etc.). The unsuitability of simple narrowband empirical/statistical models for the assessment of such parameters has somehow spurred to resort to ray tracing techniques, which can naturally model the main multipath effects affecting the performance of MIMO systems [7] . Lately, the increasing interest in RT models is being also stimulated by the ongoing idea of allocating next generation wireless systems in the millimeter-wave bands to cope with the unceasing demand for higher data rates [3, 5] , since of course the higher the operating frequency, the more accurate the ray-optics approximations. Moreover, due to the technological evolution, computational resources available to radio wave engineers can be expected to become greater and cheaper in the future, contributing to overcome traditional high-CPU time limitations [8] .
In this framework, several studies [9, 10] highlighted that wideband and multidimensional prediction capability can be strongly improved if the RT prediction is somehow extended to diffuse scattering (DS or dense multipath component (DMC)), i.e. to the multitude of multipath micro-contributions arriving at the receiver via interactions not included in the specular multipath components (SMC), often with unknown, random phase value and polarization state.
At UHF frequencies, DS can be roughly attributed to the environmental clutter, since both the urban furnishing (outdoor) and the internal furniture (indoor) are often made of objects mainly acting as scatterers rather than reflectors, due to their size comparable to the wavelength or to some surface unevenness and/or volume unhomogeneities. The SMC is on the contrary mainly generated by the "macro-structure" of the propagation scenario represented by walls, floors, and terrain.
According to such distinction, an hybrid empirical/deterministic approach has been proposed, where the SMC is tracked applying the ray-optics rules to a simplified description of the environment (limited to its macrostructure), whereas the DMC is then taken into account by means of an "effective roughness" (ER) approach empirically describing the effects of the clutter not included in the input database [11] .
The extension of this analysis to the millimeter frequencies range is somehow questionable and requires further investigations. On the one hand, every object (including walls and floors) appears rougher as the frequency increases; on the other hand, smaller penetration depths are experienced at higher frequencies. The former aspect might contribute to enhance DS due to surface irregularities, whereas the latter may lead to a reduction of the scattering effects related to volume unhomogeneities. Moreover, even small objects commonly not present in the input database may behave as specular reflector at mm-waves due to the smaller wavelength and therefore could contribute also to what we would define SMC [12] . Whether an increase of diffuse scattering must be expected at mm-wave or rather a reduction is an issue still under debate [13] . Hence, multipath interactions at mm-wave could be not simply modeled based on the studies carried out at much lower frequencies. An "item level" characterization of radiowave propagation at mm-wave including scattering from smaller objects is therefore addressed in this work. The scattering properties of several, different objects have been investigated at 70 GHz by means of measurements performed in an anechoic chamber. The measured data have been also exploited to tune some parameters included in a 3D RT model.
One of the purposes of the work is to determine if common indoor objects can be classified into groups having similar scattering characteristics. The final, longer-term goal is to assess whether and how such objects should be taken into account in the description of the propagating scenario in order to get reliable ray tracing predictions at mm-waves.
The paper mainly aims at investigating how the tested items affect mm-wave propagation in terms of penetration loss, polarization coupling, and scattering properties. Moreover, the suitability of a single-lobe scattering model already adopted at lower frequency to describe also mm-wave scattering patterns is discussed. Finally, measurement-simulation comparisons are exploited to improve the accuracy of RT predictions capabilities at mm-frequencies.
The paper is organized as follows: the experimental setup and the ray tracing model to be tuned are shortly described in Sections 2 and 3, respectively. The main outcomes of both the measurement campaign and the RT tuning procedure are outlined in Section 4. Conclusions are finally drawn in Section 5.
Experimental setup and measurement description
In order to measure the scattering patterns of different common indoor items (listed in the following Table 1 ), an ad hoc positioning arrangement has been developed and set up inside an anechoic chamber as shown in Fig. 1 .
Measurements have been conducted with the 70 GHz dual-polarized ultra-wideband multichannel sounder (DP-UMCS), developed at Ilmenau University of Technology [14] . It consists of up-/down-converters and an ultra-wideband (UWB) channel sounder based on a M-Sequence radar chip-set [15, 16] . The measurement setup is sketched in Fig. 2 .
A single clock generator (fc = 6.75GHz) was used, and the clock signal was distributed to transmitter (Tx) and receiver (Rx) in order to minimize synchronization misalignment. Power amplifiers (PA) were necessary to overcome cable attenuation, in order to have sufficient clock power at Tx and Rx stage.
The UWB stimulus signal is a periodic M-Sequence (spread spectrum signal), generated by 12-stage digital shift register. The impulse response duration is 606 ns and features a bandwidth of 6.75 GHz. According to the sub-sampling frequency of fc/512, a scan rate of about 1600 complex impulse responses per second and per channel is realized. The frequency range covers the baseband (0 to 3.5 GHz) and FCC-band (3.5 to 10.5 GHz). Up/down converters are used for mixing the FCC-band and to reach the measurement band of 71-77.75 GHz. A PA at the Tx provides a 1-dB compression point of 30 dBm. In order to avoid saturation effects at the Rx, the transmitting power was attenuated to nearly 0 dBm. Low noise amplifiers (LNA) at the receiver stage feature a gain of 20 dB. Conical horn antennas with approximately 20 dBi gain and 15°half power beam-width (HPBW) were used at the Tx and the Rx stage. It is worth noting that the full 6.75 GHz bandwidth is never reached due to the characteristics of filters and amplifiers at the 70 GHz stage.
Because the DP-UMCS Rx features two receiving channels, two orthogonal polarizations can be measured in parallel. At the Tx, switching between two orthogonal polarizations is conducted. Therefore, the system is capable to measure full polarimetric information.
Basically, each object under test (OUT in the following) was mounted on a rotating plate upon a solid positioner platform scanning all azimuthal angles with 5°s tep of resolution. The Tx was located in a fixed position 2.21 m apart from the OUT center, whereas the Rx was attached at a distance of 0.408 m on a metallic arm jointly united with the rotational block, thus keeping a constant orientation towards the OUT center (Fig. 3) . Both the metallic arm and the receiver module have been covered with absorbing panel, in order to shield as much as possible backscattering contributions not directly coming from the OUT. For each object, measurements have been repeated with different tilt angles between the Rx and the OUT (Fig. 3) , by manually turning the OUT of 0°, 30°, 45°, and 60°over the rotating table.
According to the antenna HPBW value, the Rx-OUT distance has been fixed in order to keep the main radiation footprint well included into the OUT surface, thus reducing possible border effects.
Ray tracing model
Simulations have been performed with a 3D Ray Tracing tool (3DScat) specifically conceived for indoor environments and described in detail in [17] . In addition to the coherent interaction mechanisms (reflection, transmission, diffraction) modeled by geometrical optic and uniform theory of diffraction, diffuse scattering is also considered through the effective roughness (ER) approach [11] . In particular, the power density of DS contributions is proportional to a scattering coefficient S, related to the overall amount of diffused power, and is modeled according to a scattering pattern, describing its spatial distribution. Since DS occurs at the expenses of specular reflection and transmission, a proper reduction factor R ¼
(0 < R < 1) must be applied to reduce reflection/transmission coefficients, in order to preserve the overall power balance [11] .
The scattering parameter and the scattering pattern may be in general different in the backward half space (Tx and Rx located on the same side w.r.t. to the considered object) and in the forward half space (Tx and Rx located at opposite sides). Regarding the scattering pattern, several studies have proved that a single-lobe pattern centered on the direction of the specular reflection/transmission is often the best representation [9, 11, 18, 19] . In summary, the power density p of DS in a generic scattering direction can be expressed in the following form [20] :
where S R (S T ) is the scattering coefficient for the backward (forward) half space, ψ R (ψ T ) is the angle between the reflection (transmission) direction and the scattering direction, and the coefficient α R (α T ) sets the width of the scattering lobe. At UHF frequencies, S ranges from 0.2 to 0.4 in rural environment [11] , while higher values, up to 0.6, have been estimated in more complex scenarios [19] . Typical values for α range between 2 and 4 [11, 19] , allowing to achieve satisfactory prediction accuracy with respect to narrowband and wideband measurement data. However, the reliability of such values also at millimeter frequencies still needs to be fully investigated. With particular reference to indoor scenarios, "forward" scattering may be as important as backscattering to get a complete characterization of the propagation channel. For this reason, the ER model should be parameterized separately in the backward and forward half spaces, following the approach described in [20] .
According to the deterministic approach, the RT prediction capability benefits from a detailed description of the simulation domain. As already discussed, such description is usually limited in indoor environments to walls, floor, and ceiling in order to limit the computational burden and/or because more detailed information are simply unavailable. Nevertheless, the environment representation may be in principle extended also to pieces of furniture or to any other architectural element that can be present inside or outside buildings. For simplicity, in the present work, each object is assumed as made of a finite number of flat-surface slab elements. The geometrical and electromagnetic characteristics are specified in the input files for each wall/object, i.e., vertex coordinates, thickness, complex permittivity, and the parameters of the diffuse scattering model. The 3D polarimetric radiation patterns of Tx and Rx antennas are also required by the RT model.
In order to somehow extend the ER model to the polarization domain, an additional parameter k xpol ∈ [0, 1] is introduced into the model. Its value basically sets the amount of power transferred into the orthogonal polarization state after a scattering interaction [21] : k xpol = 0 means that polarization is perfectly preserved, whereas k xpol = 0.5 corresponds to a complete depolarization effect. Table 1 concisely describes the considered OUT in terms of geometrical dimensions and materials. The list includes a piece of brick wall as the fundamental item involved in almost all indoor and outdoor urban scenarios and a set of rather common objects, usually located in offices or residential premises.
Analysis of results
The main properties of the electromagnetic scattering generated by the considered OUT when illuminated by a mm-wave radio signal are investigated in the following sub-sections.
Analysis of measurement
A summary of the average measured penetration losses for the different objects is reported in Table 2 . In agreement with previous studies [4] , results confirm that mm-waves undergo higher attenuation with respect to lower frequencies; for example, the comparison between the value in Table 2 and the results shown in [22] suggests that brick wall penetration loss may increase up to a factor 5 if the frequency is moved from 1 to 70 GHz. The PC monitor, probably due to some inner metallic layers and/or components, produces the heaviest obstruction. However, almost all the OUT exhibit a specific attenuation at least equal to~1 dB/cm.
In order to assess the item impact on signal polarization, the cross-polar discrimination (XPD) values have been extracted from the measured data and are reported in the last column of Table 2 . The XPD is defined as the ratio between the received powers in co-and cross-polarized configurations [21] . Without OUT, the XPD is solely determined by antenna cross-polarization isolation (XPI) [23] , that is often rather good within the antenna main radiation lobe (23 dB in our case), but it may strongly decrease outside. In order to avoid that the XPD evaluation is shadowed by the poor antenna XPI for some line of sight (LoS) Rx locations, a proper time gating has been therefore applied to the impulsive responses to remove the LoS contribution from the coand cross-polarized received power values. Despite the propagation delays of the signal contributions coming from the OUT may be very close to the LoS delay for some Rx locations, a sufficient accuracy can be expected on the average due to the excellent time resolution of the measurement equipment (~0.15 ns).
The overall XPD has then been evaluated for each item by averaging over all azimuthal angles and over different OUT tilts.
The XPD for the brick wall is almost 11 dB less than antenna discrimination level, meaning that the item presence introduces an evident de-polarization effect, increasing cross-pol components. This consideration can be extended to all the OUT, since XPD values are always much lower than the antenna XPI.
It is worth noticing that-by definition-the mean XPD values may provide an evaluation of the only overall depolarization effects due to the item presence, without any thorough insight into the corresponding physical reasons, which can be different for the different OUTs. This is for instance highlighted in Fig. 4 , where the XPD values are represented against the different antenna positions for the PC monitor and the wooden panel, assuming an OUT tilt equal to 45 o . The monitor XPD is clearly much lower over almost all the forward half-space (−45 o < α < 135 o in Fig. 4) , where transmissions and forward scattering take place. This might be due to the different inner composition of the two OUT, and in particular, the electronic components inside the monitor with dimension comparable to λ may produce some de-polarization effects much greater than those determined by the wood fibers of the panel. The situation is basically reversed in the backward half-space (α > 135 o and α < −45 o in Fig. 4 ), where reflection and backscattering occur; both the OUT have similar and quite high XPD (>15dB) around the directions of specular reflections (~−90 o ), whereas far from it the wooden panel exhibit a much lower XPD with respect to the monitor. Apart from specular reflection, backscattering from the wooden panel is mainly caused by its surface roughness; due to its somehow random nature, some cross-polarization coupling can be expected. On the contrary, backscattering from the monitor seems less due to surface roughness (since the screen and the plastic on the rear side appear smoother than the wood surface) and rather determined by signal diffractions on several wedges present especially on the rear side. Since Tx and Rx are placed at the same height, the polarization can be expected unchanged after diffraction on the vertical edges, thus contributing to increase the XPD.
If the XPD values are now averaged over the whole angular range, the differences between the OUTs pointed out in the backward half-space are somehow counterbalanced by those in the forward half-space and similar overall XPD are therefore achieved. As argued, this does not mean the PC monitor and the wooden panel affect the polarization of the propagating signal exactly in the same way.
Detailed analyses for the other pairs of OUT are here omitted for the sake of brevity; differences between the tested items, not always fully characterized through the mean XPD values, are better highlighted in Fig. 5 , where the XPD cumulative distribution functions (CDF) are represented.
Moreover, the scattering patterns for the different items have also been obtained from the measurement data, as shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 for the VV co-pol. case only. LoS contributions have been again removed, in order to achieve a more reliable representation of the actual scattering patterns.
In particular, the absolute received powers over the entire angular range [−180°,+175°] for the brick wall in different tilt angles configurations are shown in Fig. 6 : there are lobes around the reflection angles, around +120°for 30°tilt, +90°for 45°tilt, and +60°for 60°tilt, respectively. The main effect of backward diffuse scattering is seized in the angular width of the lobes, always equal nearly to 20°. Looking at the angles from 0°to 90°, evident transmissions lobes are clearly not present and forward scattering appears rather uniformly distributed in space. A possible explanation may refer to the volume unhomogeneities represented by the brick structure holes, which could contribute to scatter the energy as the wave penetrates the wall.
The scattering patterns of some OUT are compared in Fig. 7 . It is evident that the wooden panel behaves rather differently from the others OUT, since it exhibits the narrower radiation lobe in the backward half-space and is the only item showing a clear scattering lobe also in the forward half-space. This seems rather consistent with its physical properties: despite a slight surface roughness and some inner unhomogeneities represented by the wood fibers that might be perceived at mmfrequencies due to the small wavelength, the wooden panel seems in fact the smoother and the more homogeneous among the considered OUT.
The monitor shows a somehow opposite behavior, with a radiated power rather widespread over the whole spatial domain. Of course, the overall amount of scattered power is much less in the forward half-space, due to the large obstruction loss. Such power spatial distribution is likely due to both the surface irregularities (especially on the rear side) and the internal volume unhomogeneities.
The brick wall behavior is in between the wooden panel and the monitor, may be more similar to the former in the backward half-space and on the contrary closer to the latter in the forward one. A widespread scattering pattern in space does not necessarily involve a major cross-polarization coupling produced by the item. In fact, the PC monitor and the wooden panel have rather different scattering patterns (Fig. 7) and similar mean XPD values at the same time (Table 2) .
Finally, the plant pot (yellow color) does not exhibit any flat surface offering no specular peaks but rather an almost omnidirectional scattering pattern.
Depending on the type of material, the size and the shape of the OUT and the spatial distribution of the scattered power, together with the polarization properties of the scattered field, may therefore vary accordingly, becoming somehow item-dependent features. 
RT parameters tuning
The analysis of the measurement data suggests that the backscattered field intensity on the average decreases as the angular distance from specular reflection increases (Fig. 7) ; furthermore, this behavior is shared by almost all the OUT. Therefore, the single-lobe scattering model described by Eq. 1 and validated at UHF frequencies in several previous studies [11] seems still rather reliable also at mm-wave to account for item backscattering. With reference to forward scattering, the model performance seems poorer and more item-dependent. Preliminary investigation in fact suggests that depending on the amount of inner unhomogeneities, the forward scattered power can be still mainly radiated around the direction of refraction or on the contrary almost uniformly distributed in space (Fig. 7) . Although the single lobe model may not represent in the latter case the best approximation, it is still adopted here, and this section is therefore devoted to tune the model parameters based on the experimental characterization. According to [21] , the depolarization parameter k xpol of the DS model embedded into the RT tool has been related to the XPD measured values achieved for the different OUT through the following expression:
It is worth noticing that DS is here intended as any signal contribution not tracked by "standard" RT tool basically because of the limited and (over)simplified description of the items in the input database. In practice, since objects are usually described as made of flat and smooth slab elements, conventional RT models are limited to reflection and refraction from flat, smooth, and homogeneous interfaces, plus diffraction from the border. The ER model aims therefore at modeling everything else.
The XPD values to be included in Eq. (2) have been therefore computed excluding the Tx locations close to the reflection/refraction directions (as already discussed at the end of Section 2, diffraction from the border is assumed negligible since the footprint of the Rx antenna is well included into the OUT surface). The corresponding k xpol values for the considered OUT are listed in the first column of Table 3 .
As for the mean XPD values in Table 2 , a thorough comprehension of the achieved k xpol values in Table 3 would require a rather detailed analyses. If the PC monitor is for instance considered, the contribution of diffraction to the scattering pattern far from reflection and refraction directions may be rather important; since diffraction undergoes a limited cross-polarization coupling, this may contribute to explain why the monitor is associated with the lowest k xpol value in Table 3 . Different OUTs, like the brick wall or the wooden panel, have a scattering pattern mainly determined by distributed surface roughness (at least in the backward half-space), and this may explain their corresponding larger k xpol values.
K xpol estimates in Table 3 are lower than the values presented in [24] , where k xpol up to 0.5 has been found 
at 3.8 GHz. Nevertheless, the analyses carried out in [24] are related to real office/urban environments where the propagating waves may undergo multiple interactions, whereas here multipath propagation is basically limited to a single bounce. Assuming that the wave depolarization on the average increases with the number of undergone interactions, the k xpol values listed in Table 3 can therefore represent a lower bound in a very simple scenario, useful to distinguish contribution of a single object. These single contributions may be composed together to obtain the value of k xpol in more complex scenarios, made of multiple items. . In order to tune also the remaining parameters of the ER model (S R/T , α R/T ), the measured received powers for the different rotation angles have been compared with the corresponding predictions provided by the 3D RT tool shortly introduced in Section 3. RT simulations have been repeated for different values of the scattering parameters (S R , α R , S T , and α T ), and the root mean square error (RMSE) has been then computed over all the rotation angles for each RT run. Suitable values for the swept coefficients can be at last selected based on the RT simulations with the lower RMSE.
Such approach has been also extended to the electromagnetic parameters of the OUT (relative permittivity-ε R -and electrical conductivity-σ), in order to estimate their values for the OUT never addressed so far (e.g., the monitor or the bookshelf ) or to consolidate their evaluation for the most common objects (like the wall sample and the wooden panel), still not reliably and extensively investigated at mm-waves in the few studies available in the literature ( [25] [26] [27] for a brick wall).
Unfortunately, the narrowband RT results have turned out to be not so sensitive to the electromagnetic and scattering parameters to allow a clear identification of a single optimal value for each of them, since several and sometimes rather different coefficients combinations basically correspond to nearly the same RMSE value. Therefore, in order to find some kind of confidence interval for each coefficient, the better RT runs have been first selected, that is RT simulations corresponding to a RMSE at most 1 dB lower with respect to the best one. Among them, the occurrence of each tested value for each RT parameter has been then computed, thus leading at the end to the identification of the ranges of values with higher probability. The outcome of this outlined procedure is for instance represented in Fig. 8 for the brick wall case and with reference to the only electromagnetic parameters tuning: the most accurate RT predictions correspond to a relative permittivity ranging between 4 and 8, whereas values around 0.3 should be assumed for the electrical conductivity. The complete list of results achieved for all the considered RT parameters and for each OUT is reported in Table 3 .
With reference to the electromagnetic parameters, they of course represent in some cases effective values not clearly related to the physical properties of any specific material. This may for instance refer to the monitor and the speaker, which are indeed a compound of many very different materials.
As far as the brick wall is concerned, values of ε R and σ in Table 3 are not in full agreement with the existing experimental studies, where ε R values at millimeter frequencies between 2.55 [25] and 4.4 [27] have been found, and σ up to 1.4 S/m has been proposed [25] . A general, rather clear conclusion can be however drawn from the overall different investigations: if compared to the values commonly adopted at UHF frequencies (ε R ≈ 5, σ ≈ 10 -2 around 1 GHz [22, 28] ), the permittivity value at mm-wave is basically the same, whereas the conductivity is increased by one/two order of magnitude, that is also in agreement with the already discussed increase of the obstruction loss experienced at mm-waves.
With regard to the wooden panel, the achieved ranges for ε R and σ are fundamentally consistent with the experimental characterization carried out at 60 GHz and described in [25, 29] .
If the scattering parameters are now considered, the values gathered in Table 3 reflect the general considerations already outlined at the end of the previous subsection. Since the wooden panel has turned out to be the poorer scatterer among the considered OUT, it is associated in Table 3 to both the lowest S R/T values and the highest α R/T . This actually corresponds to the lower amount of scattered power in the narrower range of spatial directions. On the contrary, the highest S R/T coefficients together with the lowest α R/T values found for the PC monitor can be related with the already mentioned degree of surface irregularities and inner unhomogeneities. The wall sample shows scattering parameters quite similar to the wooden panel in the backward half-space. In particular, S R ranges between 0.2 and 0.4, i.e, it is slightly larger than the value (0.2) found in [11] for a brick wall at 1.29 GHz. This seems suggesting that scattering might be richer at mm-waves with respect to lower frequencies but to an extent that could be lower if compared to the expectations pointed out in several studies. With regard to the forward half-space, the brick wall behaves instead more similarly to the monitor, and this may be somehow related to the inner unhomogeneities clearly present in both the item structures and on the contrary much less evident within the wooden panel. All considered, the achieved results seem suggesting that items backscattering is basically determined by the only surface unevenness and not so much by the inner unhomogeneities. OUT like the wooden panel and the brick wall have somehow similar surface properties and share a similar backscattering behavior (i.e., similar S R and α R value), although their inner composition is quite different. The small penetration thickness experienced at mm-waves may explain why the scattering in the backward half-space is weakly affected by what is present beyond the item surface.
With reference to the forward half-space, the scattered field is always strongly attenuated due to the high obstruction loss, and a widespread spatial distribution of the scattered power can be noticed in presence of evident volume unhomogeneities.
The overall effectiveness of the procedure carried out to tune the main RT parameters at mm-frequency is finally shown in Fig. 9 , where the measured values of the scattered power from the brick wall (tilt = 30 o ) for different polarization arrangements are compared with the outcomes of two RT simulations, carried out with the tuned parameters values and with the values commonly adopted at UHF frequencies, respectively.
Clearly, simulations carried out with the tuned RT parameters fit the measured data rather well, with RMSE equal to 4.11 and 3.94 dB for the co-and crosspolarized cases, respectively. On the contrary, much poorer accuracy is achieved if the RT is run with the UHF parameters values (ε R = 5, σ = 10 -2 [22] S R = S T = 0.2 [11] , k xpol = 0.05 [24] ), with RMSE increasing up to 9.4 dB (co-pol.) and 5.5 dB (cross-pol.).
With reference to the co-polarized case, the worse performance achieved with the UHF parameters is mainly due to the too low conductivity value, which corresponds to a weaker obstruction loss and therefore to a strong overestimate of the received power over the NLoS region (around 0 o in Fig. 9 ). Minor changes are on the contrary achieved in the backward half-space, since reflection is less sensitive to the conductivity value and therefore is approximately unchanged at the two frequencies. If the cross-polarized case is now considered, the received power is basically due only to diffuse scattering (because of the non-zero k xpol value), since the coherent contributions carry a negligible power because of the polarization mismatch. With reference to the NLoS locations, the difference between the UHF and the mm-wave case is the result of some different effects: on the one hand, the scattered power at mm-wave is reduced due to the lower amount of transmission; on the other hand, the diffuse scattering at mm-wave is enhanced by the greater scattering coefficient S and the larger k xpol value. Such effects partly counterbalance each other, and this explains the lower power reduction between the two frequency bands in the cross-polarized case with respect to the co-polarized one.
An increase in the received power can be on the contrary observed if the mm-wave case is compared to the UHF result in the backward half-space. Of course, this is due to the greater S value, for (approximately) the same reflected power.
Conclusions
In this work, the scattering properties of some different items in the 70 GHz band have been investigated by means of an ultra-wideband channel sounding system with an automatic positioning setup in anechoic chamber. Measurements show quite heavy obstruction losses, as expected at mm-waves, with a specific attenuation approximately ranging from 1 to 6 dB/cm in the considered cases. Penetration losses due to radio wave propagation through a brick wall at 70 GHz may be five times the corresponding value at 1 GHz.
Although average cross-polar discrimination values are not so different, a more detailed analysis suggests that different objects may affect the polarization behavior in a quite different way. In particular, surface roughness as well as inner unhomogeneities seems to foster crosspolarization coupling, that seems on the contrary reduced in presence of sharp, structural protrusions and/ or indentations on the item surface.
With reference to the scattering patterns, a backscattering lobe around the direction of specular reflection can be identified for each of the considered items, with an angular amplitude mainly determined by the degree of surface irregularities. On the contrary, a forward scattering lobe cannot be always identified, since the power is often uniformly widespread in the forward half-space, especially in cases where inner unhomogeneities are present.
Measurements have been then used to calibrate a RT tool at mm-waves, and in particular to tune both the electromagnetic characteristics of different objects and the main parameters of the single-lobe, diffuse scattering model embedded in the simulator. With reference to the brick wall as the most common-and therefore rather interesting-object, the permittivity at mm-wave is basically quite similar to what is found at UHF frequencies, whereas the conductivity is increased by one/two order of magnitude. Moreover, backscattering from a brick wall seems richer at mm-waves than at lower frequencies but to a lower extent than what suggested in several previous studies. Future work will assess the RT prediction capabilities at mm-waves in real, multi-object scenarios, and in particular whether an item level description of the propagation environment is really necessary to achieve reliable predictions.
